Small Steps to Health and WealthTM Colorado
Use Easy Frames of Reference

When making changes in your health and wealth behaviors, there is a need for seeking realistic advice
for guidance. The Use Easy Frames of Reference strategy helps you learn simple and easy strategies to
personalize and translate health and wealth frames of reference for positive behavior changes. For a
quick overview of this strategy, view the video.
You are more likely to make posi ve changes if you have a clear idea of where you would like to be in
the future and how to get there. Because you are very busy, you may not take the me to process
complex informa on and convert it into ac on. In order for informa on to be acted upon, it needs to
be personalized and easy to follow.
The Use Easy Frames of Reference behavioral change strategy uses common household items to
illustrate recommended por on sizes for food. It also provides financial references translated into
user‐friendly dollar terms. Having some standard measuring cups and spoons available will be helpful in
understanding this strategy.
Review the list of por on‐size measurement aids such as a baseball, golf ball, deck of cards,
and dice for selected foods on the Use Easy Frames of Reference Handout. Space is available
at the bo om for you to add measurement aids for some of your favorite foods.

Look at and review several food labels. Remember that labels are also an “easy frame of
reference” to help you iden fy serving sizes, calories, and nutri onal value. Labels can
be found on nearly all packaged foods.

Review the financial frames of reference illustra ons listed in dollar terms on the Use Easy
Frames of Reference Handout. Space is available at the bo om for you to translate the
financial guidelines and frames of reference listed into dollar terms using
your specific income figures, life insurance needs, and re rement savings
goals.
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Op onal: Use Finding Balance—Home Measurement Ac vity
This ac vity will help you determine if you are typically drinking the recommended servings
of various beverages. Using your favorite glasses and cups and standard measuring cups and
spoons, measure a variety of foods to be er understand and recognize por on sizes.

Complete the Use Easy Frames of Reference Worksheet to list three personal applica ons to
your health and wealth. List up to three easy frames of reference that you plan to use to
improve your health and finance decisions.
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